
General Comments (in random order)

“What can I say? Our guests are still talking about the food ten months later! The menu was

well balanced, dainty cocktail buffet pieces and main courses with a contemporary twist. A

chef that knows and understands about food and presentation Beetroot were truly

wonderful- very supportive and professional. Keith is warm and charismatic. He put me at

ease, took over the kitchen and allowed me to relax and enjoy the celebration. I cannot

recommend Beetroot highly enough- what a wonderful name!”

“Keith and the team were superb, they took the time to get to know us and our ideas and

created a menu that truly reflected these. A true testament to how good a chef Keith is was

the starter of crispy poached eggs all delivered to the 170 guests perfectly cooked! I would

definitely recommend them.”

“Keith and his team went far beyond the service we expected of a caterer. He pretty much

ran the show, coordinating and working seamlessly with all other suppliers from the

moment the marquee went up, to the clear-up the morning after. We had a tasting 6 months

before the wedding and were very impressed but wondered how that would translate into

bulk catering. We were blown away - every bit as good and attention to detail on each plate.

Nothing was too much trouble. Give the man a medal!”

“Keith was"onside" from the beginning. He gave us an excellent tasting session which made

us really excited about his food.The presentation, colours and taste of his nibbles and beef

en croute main course were excellent on the day, a day that was like a furnace in the

marquee never mind the kitchen!”

“Keith & Amanda were full of great ideas that built upon & enhanced our own. They are a

tour de force of creativity & perfectionists in what they produce. They were beyond helpful

throughout the process. They even arranged vintage crockery as a wedding present to us!

They personify flair and fun.”

“As soon as we met Keith he asked us about our whole day, then after asking our opinion on

the food he began to give us plenty of other ideas and suggestions. He showed obvious

expertise but at the same time did not baffle us with "industry jargon". He happily cooked

for both sets of parents, listened to all requests and changes and acted upon this. He

communicated with all our other suppliers to ensure the preparation and day ran smoothly.

His staff, the food and presentation were exceptional.”

“beetroot catering offered a fantastic service from our first meeting to discuss our

requirements throughout until our wedding day. They interpreted exactly what tastes we

wanted and presented every part of the meal perfectly on the day providing a faultless

waiting service from start to finish.”



“The service was absolutely brilliant. Keith was wonderful at communicating with us and we

felt very able to leave it all in his hands. He was also very calm and professional throughout.

The ONLY tiny complaint I would have would be that I didn’t love the main course as much as

I thought I would. But others did, and everything else was great.”

“Keith and Amanda are amazing, from the day we first rang through to the wedding day they

made everything so unbelievably easy. Keith’s ideas where great and the food he produced

was out of this world. It didn’t just stop with the catering any extras we needed Keith sorted

at the drop of a hat. We didn’t go through any stress leading up to the wedding and the only

thing we can put it down to was Keith and Amanda being available to sort any issues or just

talk through the event.”



Why They Booked (in random order)

“We spoke to a number of caterers and found that Beetroot offered the most personal

service. References provided by people were absolutely amazing and I can now see why.

Keith’s interpretation of our likes into a menu was brilliant and creative.”

“Their excellent reputation, their excitement responding to our ideas and helping us to

achieve our vision. And the proof was in the pudding, everything was delicious and

presented beautifully.”

“We had sampled Keith’s food at a previous event”

“We wanted to use and support local businesses.”

“Keith was recommended by family and friends. We met and he instantly understood what

we were looking for. He went as far as to create a timeline for the day, so we knew how food

and drinks would fit in with other proceedings. The tasting was delicious too - a really classy

little dining room with chef’s kitchen, like something off masterchef! There was no charge

for this, and the overall cost was incredibly competitive (cheaper, even) compared with

other caterers. His communication was excellent at all times - something that can’t be said

for all suppliers! I couldn’t fit this in above but wanted to add that feedback from guests has

been absolutely brilliant too - I suspect and hope that keith will have a fair bit of repeat

business! One other thing - timings slipped a bit on the day but keith took this all in his

stride and still managed to deliver 120 plates of perfectly cooked lamb”

“I did some internet research and looked at several companies. Beetroot were by far the

most flexible in terms of what they could offer , I didn’t want a package, I wanted something

special that was created for us.”

“3 separate friends recommended him.Keith was very accommodating and such a good

craftsman.He instills complete confidence.”

“After meeting Keith we knew that he would be able to do a good job and that we could

leave it all in his hands.”

“Keith came across as very knowledgeable, and we both immediately trusted that he would

help make our day perfect. We knew we were right as soon as we tasted a tester of our meal

with our parents.”



Voter Scores

Question Your Score Average

Ability of your caterer to understand, interpret and realise your

vision and ideas.

9.778 9.898

Range and flexibility of menus offered by your caterer. 10 9.944

Quality of expertise, advice and guidance received from your

caterer.

9.75 9.887

Quality of customer service and communication received from

your caterer.

9.556 9.811

Quality and presentation of the food and/or drink on the day of

the wedding.

9.667 9.879

Personal presentation and efficiency of catering staff on the

day of your wedding.

9.778 9.898

Value for money. 9.778 9.813
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